
Product 
code 

Product  
description 

Price Quantity Product 
code 

Product  
description 

Price Quantity Order 
Value £ 

R1 Cherry 3 shelf stackable organiser   T1 White 3 shelf stackable organiser    
R2 Cherry 3 shelf stackable corner organiser   T2 White 3 shelf stackable corner organiser    

R4  Cherry organiser   T4 White organiser    
R5 Cherry 7 shelf stackable organiser   R7 Cherry Top shelf c/w fixing kit    
T7  White top shelf c/w fixing kit   R9 Cherry small drawer    
T9 White small drawer   R10 Cherry large drawer    
T10  White large drawer   R13 Cherry doors    

T13 White doors   R60 Cherry 31” tall stackable storage unit    
T60 White 31” tall stackable storage unit   R61 Cherry 24” stackable storage unit    
T61 White 24” stackable storage unit   R62 Cherry 31” stackable storage unit    
T62 White 24” stackable storage unit   A1 3 Adjustable steel shoe shelves    
A2 25 cube insert   A5 White closet rod    
A6 Nickel closet rod   A7 Nickel small wire drawer    
A9 Nickel deep wire drawer   A10 White small wire drawer    

A12 White deep wire drawer   A40 White top shelf fixing kit    

A41 Nickel top shelf  fixing kit    

PRICE LIST & ORDER FORM 

All prices include VAT @ 20% Total order value  

Please add delivery charge applicable to your delivery location - see details below Add delivery charge  
 Total to pay  

 I would like to order the items shown above for delivery to:- 

Name:  Date of order:  

Address:  

Postcode:  Telephone:  

Fax:  

I would like to pay for my by cheque/ debit card/ credit card (delete as applicable) 

Cheque payments - Please mail this form with your cheque (payable to ‘Organise My Home’ to the address shown on the back of the brochure. 
Debit card / Credit card payments, please call 01622 872 006 and give your details over the telephone, or complete the following section and fax 
or mail (contact details found on the back of the brochure) back to us. 

Debit / Credit card number:  
………………………………………………………………………………... 

Expiry date: _______/_______  Last 3 digits on signature strip: _____________ 

Type of card: Delta/Maestro/MasterCard/Visa (delete as applicable) Issue Number: __________  Maestro only (where applicable) 

Cardholder’s name:  
____________________________________________________________ 
Please print exactly as it appears on your card. 

Cardholder’s signature: 
 __________________________________________________________________________ 
Please debit my card with the total amount shown hereon. I agree to perform the obligations set 
forth by the cardmember’s agreement with the card issuer. 

Card billing address if different from delivery address:  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________Postcode: ___________________ 

Email:  

Delivery Zone / Postcodes Delivery Charge Applicable 

London & Home Counties: AL, BN, BR, CB, CM, CO, CR, CT, DA, E, EC, EN, GU, HA, HP, IG, KT, LU, ME, MK, 
N, NW, OX, PO (Exc. IOW), RG, RH, RM, SE, SG, SL, SM, SO, SS, SW, TN, TW, UB, W, WC, WD 

£10.00 

England, Scotland & Wales Postcodes where a surcharge applies: AB, B, BA, BB, BD, BH, BL, BS, CA, CF, CH, 
CV, CW, DD, DE, DG, DH, DL, DN, DT, DY, EH, EX, FK, FY, G, GL, HD, HG, HR, HU, HX, IP, KA, KY, L, LA, LD, 
LE, LL, LN, LS, M, ML, NE, NG, NN, NP, NR, OL, PA, PE, PH, PL, PR, S, SA, SN, SP, SR, ST, SY, TA, TD, TF, TQ, 
TR, TS, WA, WF, WM, WR, WS, WV, YO 

 
£50.00 

Please note we are currently unable to deliver to ANY offshore addresses as well as the following Scottish 
Postcodes: IV, KW1 - 14, PA34, PA37 - 39, PH19 - 26, PH30 - 40, PH41 Sector 4, PH49 - 50. 

N/A 

V1/SEL/APRIL2011 



 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Before proceeding with an order, please take the time to read through this page to help answer any questions you may have 
about the product: 
• Is Selectives a ’Flat Pack’ range? 
Yes - All items in the Selectives range are supplied flat packed, complete with easy to follow, step by step instructions and hardware. 
• Will you install Selectives for me? 
Unfortunately, as Selectives is a DIY range, we are unable to offer an installation service. However, it is very simple to install and if you do 
not feel capable of installing the product yourself, a local handyman will easily be able to follow the instructions. 
• What tools do I need to install Selectives? 
All you will need is: a spirit level, tape measure, power drill, Phillips screwdriver, rubber mallet hacksaw, and fine wood saw.  
•  What if parts are missing from my pack? 
This is unlikely, but if you do have any missing items from your pack call us on 01622 872 006 and we will get the missing items to you. 
• What is Selectives made from? 
The Selectives range is manufactured primarily from   mm particle board with a laminate finish in Cherry or White. Doors and drawers are 
made from MDF with metal handles and knobs. Wire baskets, hang bars and shoe shelves are made from steel. 
• My floor is a bit uneven, can I still use Selectives? 
Although Selectives freestands with brackets to fix to a wall to prevent tipping, even if your floor is uneven, you can still use Selectives. All 
organisers have adjustable feet that you can use to help level your new closet system! 
• How does the top shelf fix? 
When ordering a top shelf, it will come complete with a colour co-ordinated fixing kit. The fixing kit then fixes to a back wall and either the 
closet organiser and a side wall or two closet organisers. The top shelf then sits within the brackets. This means that if you have to adjust 
the width of the shelf and make a cut, the cut edge is hidden by the brackets. Please note that for each shelf only one fixing kit is supplied. If 
you are ordering a shelf to cut down and create two or more shelves, you will need to order additional fixing kits (Item #A40 / A41). 
• The Closet Organiser with the hang bars is too wide for my enclosure, can it be cut down? 
Whilst the actual shelves within the Closet Organiser can not be cut, the hang bars can. Simply use a hacksaw to trim the hang bars down 
to the required size. Do note however that the hang bars are telescopic, so when cutting, be sure to extend the hang bar first. Or just discard 
one or two of the hang bars and only use the hang bar(s) to one side of the organiser. Top shelves can also be cut with a fine wood saw.  
• The decorative panels on doors and drawers appear to be different in the White compared to Cherry, is this 

right? 
Yes. In the White finish, the detail on the decorative panels are shallow grooves framing each door / drawer finished with a metal crescent 
handle. In the Cherry finish, the detail on the decorative panels is more accentuated creating a more obvious feature. They are finished with 
round metal knobs to the doors and metal crescent handles to the drawers. 
• Can I add to my Selectives closet after installing it? 
Yes you can. You can add doors, drawers, baskets, shoe racks, hang bars, even additional organisers at any point you like. So if your 
needs change, so can your closet! Note that if installing some accessories, after initial installation, you may need to remove some adjustable 
shelves within your organisers. 
• How do I keep my new Selectives closet Clean? 
Selectives is easily cleaned with a duster or soft cloth. If removing marks, only use a soft cloth with a household non abrasive cleaner. 
Selectives is a wood product and should therefore not be exposed to excessive water / liquid. 
• How is Selectives delivered? Do I have to be home to sign for it? 
Yes. Selectives is delivered by carrier and we strongly recommend that you arrange delivery for a day that you will be home so that you can 
sign for and check that your order is delivered in good condition. Selectives is a heavy product and you may need someone to help when 
handling it. For all addresses that carry a surcharge for delivery (see overleaf), it is likely your delivery will arrive on a pallet. When  
delivered like this, the carrier will unload the pallet as near to your door as possible, you will then need to unload the pallet yourself. We will 
endeavour to arrange a day for delivery with you once your order has been received so that you can plan to be at the delivery address. We 
will also let you know whether or not your order will be palletised. 

HELPFUL TIPS 
Before installing your new Selectives wardrobe, please read the following tips designed to help make installation as easy as 
possible! 
• If ordering the 25 cube insert: 
The cube insert comes flat packed just like everything in the Selectives range. To fit it together you should first build the organiser of which 
you are going to insert it into, and then slot the upright pieces into position. Don’t worry about spacing them initially. Next find the horizontal 
pieces and slot them into the correct gaps, adjusting the position of the upright pieces as you go. DO NOT put the insert together and then 
try to install it into the organiser, as the insert will be too rigid as one piece to fit into the organiser. 
• When using the corner unit: 
Remember that if you would like to create a corner unit, the same height as the main closet organiser, you must order TWO corner units. 
The corner units will then stack on top of one another, to create full height storage. Please note that the corner unit will fit to either a right or 
left hand corner. The instructions show how to install either way. The dimensions quoted in the brochure are for a right hand corner  
installation. If installing this unit to the left, the dimensions will be inverted. 
• After constructing the organisers: 
Remember the closet organisers and stackers are very heavy once assembled, so we recommend that you use the brackets enclosed to fix 
each unit to the wall properly to prevent tipping. Fixings are suitable for Solid and Plasterboard walls. 
• If using decorative doors: 
Please note that when you first install the doors, they may not appear to meet in the middle, however the hinges are adjustable so simply 
use a screwdriver to get the position of the doors just right. 


